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��������������� Project Sponsors Council Workshop with Integrated Project Staff
�
���� Friday, May 14, 2010
������ 10 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
���
������ Oregon Department of Transportation Region 1

123 NW Flanders St, Portland, OR

����� 
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��������

10:00 a.m. Welcome

10:15 a.m. 

IPS Work Plan Progress Reports

� Redesigned Hayden Island Interchange
� Remove Hayden Island Interchange/Alternative Access
� Alternative 10-Lane Bridge

11:15 a.m. Break

11:30 a.m.
IPS Work Plan Progress Reports – continued

� Metroscope

12:00 p.m.

IPS Work Group Updates

� Performance Measures
� Managed Lanes/HOV
� Transportation Demand Management

12:30 p.m. Adjourn

�
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��������������������������
����
From SW 4th and Yamhill, board MAX Red line to Airport. Exit at Old Town/Chinatown MAX Station. Walk west to 
123 NW Flanders St. �

��
��������������������� 
���! ����
From the Vancouver Mall Transit Center, board the #4 bus (Fourth Plain WB). Exit at Delta Park/Vanport
MAX station. Board MAX Yellow line to City Center. Exit at Union Station / NW 5th and Glisan St. MAX 
station, walk 0.2 mile north to 123 NW Flanders St. 

For detailed trip planning, please contact the two transit agencies: C-TRAN, www.c-tran.com, 360-695-0123, or 
TriMet, www.trimet.org, 503-238-RIDE. 

Meeting facilities are wheelchair accessible and children are welcome. Individuals requiring reasonable 
accommodations may request written material in alternative formats or sign language interpreters by calling the 
project team at the project office (360-737-2726 and 503-256-2726) in advance of the meeting or calling 
Washington State's TTY telephone number, 1-800-833-6388. 
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Schedule 

Project Sponsors Council Workshops: 
 May 14 
 June 11 
 June 25 
 July 16 
 July 23 – if needed 

 
Public Hearings: 

 June 11, focus on Hayden Island 
 July13 – if needed 

 
Independent Review Panel: 

 May 19-20 
 June 1-2 
 June 17-18 
 July 7-8 – if needed 
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Workshop Summary
WORKSHOP: Columbia River Crossing (CRC) Project Sponsors Council and 

Integrated Project Staff
DATE: April 23, 2010, 10:00 am – 12:30 pm
LOCATION: Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT), SW Region

11018 NE 51st Circle, Vancouver, WA

PROJECT SPONSORS COUNCIL ATTENDEES: 

Horenstein, Steve Co-Chair, Washington
Bragdon, David Council President, Metro
Garrett, Matthew Director, Oregon Department of Transportation
Hammond, Paula Secretary of Transportation, Washington State
Hansen, Fred General Manager, TriMet
Harris, Jeanne City Councilor, City of Vancouver
Stuart, Steve Chair, SW Washington Regional Transportation Council

PROJECT SPONSORS COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: 

Hewitt, Henry Co-Chair, Oregon
Adams, Sam Mayor, City of Portland
Leavitt, Tim Board Member, C-TRAN

INTEGRATED PROJECT STAFF: 

Brandman, Richard ODOT CRC Project Director 
Wagner, Don WSDOT CRC Project Director  
Rorabaugh, Thayer Transportation Director, City of Vancouver
Hamm, Jeff Executive Director, C-TRAN
Brooks, Katy Community Planning & Outreach Manager, Port of Vancouver
Lookingbill, Dean Transportation Director, SW Washington Regional Transportation Council
Smith, Paul Transportation Planning Division Manager, City of Portland
Cotugno, Andy Policy Advisor, Metro
Lehto, Alan Director of Project Planning, TriMet

INTEGRATED PROJECT STAFF ABSENT: 

Lahsene, Susie Regional Transportation and Land Use Manager, Port of Portland

OTHER PRESENTING STAFF: 

LeProwse, Ryan CRC Traffic Engineering
Liles, Casey CRC Highway Engineering
McCaig, Patricia CRC Communications
Ransom, Matt City of Vancouver Department of Transportation

Note: Workshop materials and handouts referred to in this summary can be accessed online at: 
http://www.columbiarivercrossing.org/ProjectPartners/PSCMeetingMaterials.aspx
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Welcome  
Secretary Paula Hammond introduced new Project Sponsors Council (PSC) members appointed by 
Governor Christine Gregoire. The new PSC new co-chair is Steve Horenstein. Mr. Horenstein has a long 
and active history of work in Vancouver and Clark County including with the Columbia River Economic 
Development Council and the Greater Clark County Chamber of Commerce. Jeanne Harris is the newly-
appointed PSC member for the City of Vancouver and is a member of Vancouver’s City Council, and 
board member of both C-TRAN and the Southwest Washington Regional Transportation Council. 

Integrated Project Sponsors Council Staff Overview 
Patricia McCaig, Columbia River Crossing staff speaking for the absent Henry Hewitt, provided an 
overview of the Integrated Project Staff (IPS) group’s purpose. PSC members decided at their March 12 
meeting that a timely, credible, and collaborative process is needed to discuss and resolve outstanding 
issues. PSC members and the Ports have each appointed a staff delegate to meet on a regular basis and 
produce work following a work plan focused on some of the project conclusions to-date as well as several 
additional alternatives. Today’s meeting will look at the work plan that the IPS members have agreed to at 
this point so PSC members can comment.  

IPS work plan items include:  
 Remove Hayden Island Interchange & Alternative Access 
 Redesign Hayden Island Interchange 
 Remove City Center Access 
 Alternative 10 Lane Bridge, Managed Lanes 
 Post-Completion Transportation Demand Management 
 Performance Measures 
 Metroscope Modeling 

All work groups will report their findings back to the entire IPS before presenting it to PSC members.
Some of this work will be advanced by the May 14 PSC meeting/work shop where IPS members will 
present their work, receive comment, and have the PSC draw conclusions about items that are ready for 
decision. 

Background for Work Plan Discussion – Review Current 10-Lane 
Locally Preferred Alternative Proposal 
Casey Liles, CRC Highway Engineering Manager, reviewed the current 10-lane Locally Preferred 
Alternative (LPA) Phase I proposal for PSC members. This included a description of the number of lanes,
add/drop lanes, and interchange movements along the project’s five-mile length. 

IPS Work Plan Progress Reports 
IPS members leading each of the work plan items presented an overview of their tasks. 

Remove Hayden Island Interchange & Alternative Access 
Richard Brandman, CRC co-director, explained that there are two separate work plan items concerning 
Hayden Island. This item asks the question of it’s possible to remove the existing interchange at Hayden 
Island and provide access in an alternative manner. Casey Liles presented a number of interchange and 
arterial bridge options for Hayden Island that had been studied by the project or others, but did not move 
forward for a variety of reasons.  

Paul Smith, City of Portland, explained that this task will look at removal of the Hayden Island interchange 
and how to approach a redesign of the Marine Drive interchange that would also serve the island. The 
City of Portland has hired URS, a freeway engineering consultant, to develop options and provide 
technical analysis for the interchange and will work with CRC staff to evaluate these ideas. Additional 
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traffic analysis may be conducted by CRC with assistance from Metro, SW Regional Transportation 
Commission, and the City of Portland. A joint work session for this task is planned in May. This work plan 
item is linked to the Alternative 10-Lane Bridge item, described below. 
  
Redesigned Hayden Island Interchange 
Andy Cotugno, Metro, described an effort to explore a redesigned interchange at Hayden Island with 
CRC staff and island residents. The purpose of this task is to see if there are designs that can perform 
similar movements with a smaller footprint. New design concepts will be presented to the IPS in April. 
CRC will provide conceptual analysis of the new design. 
 
Remove City Center Access 
Thayer Rorabaugh, City of Vancouver, briefed the group on analysis conducted by the City of Vancouver 
to explore the option of removal of the City Center/C Street access to Downtown Vancouver that came 
out of questions raised about reducing the footprint of the interchange and number of lanes of the 
highway, as well as cost, to the extent possible.  

PSC members agreed with the City’s conclusions that: a) there are no reasonable reductions in the 
mainline that could be gained from closing the downtown interchange due to stacking of the SR14 and 
Fourth Plain on-ramps at that point and b) removal of the downtown interchange would contribute to 
arterial traffic failures in the downtown area. This IPS work plan task is complete and will no longer be 
considered. 
 
Alternative 10-Lane Bridge 
Paul Smith explained that the City of Portland is directing their consultant, URS, to look at a permanent 
10-lane bridge configuration, alternative designs for interchanges/collector-distributors in the project area, 
and traffic management options. Under this scenario, a 12-lane bridge would not be possible in the future. 
The goal of this exercise is to find alternatives that provide equal functionality at a lower cost. URS and 
CRC will work together to evaluate possible changes in the designs. 
 
Managed Lanes 
Jeff Hamm, C-TRAN, gave an overview of this task. The workgroup will be looking at a range of managed 
lane topics including high occupancy vehicle (HOV) and high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes, variable speed 
limits, ramp metering, preference for freight movement. This group will be reviewing work done to-date on 
HOV lane concepts and determine whether further work is desired. 
 
Post-Completion Transportation Demand Management 
Matt Ransom, City of Vancouver, reported that the group working on this task will be reviewing options for 
a post-construction TDM program.  Their report will summarize these findings, as well as capital and 
operating costs. 
 
Performance Measures 
Katy Brooks, Port of Portland, reported that this work group has met and discussed four measures that 
will likely be explored in more detail, including: freight travel time, reliability, and queuing; multiple 
occupancy vehicles travel time, reliability, and queuing; GHG emissions; and benefit-cost analysis.  
 
Metroscope 
Andy Cotugno briefed the group on the potential use of an updated Metroscope model for the project. The 
latest version of Metroscope includes new assumptions about land use and regional transportation 
projects in Oregon and is being used by Metro to predict how land use patterns will change under 
different conditions. Metro proposes to also run a no-build scenario and a scenario for a 12-lane bridge, 
light rail transit, and no tolls for purposes of comparison. Additional model runs will take approximately 8 
weeks to complete and cost about $100,000. Metro is now running Metroscope for their own planning 
purposes, which will include the currently proposed Phase 1 LPA, including a10-lane bridge, light rail 
transit, and tolls. Richard Brandman said this new model run will be compared with the previous 
Metroscope used for CRC and other regional transportation projects before further discussion with the 
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IPS. Mr. Cotugno reported there has been one meeting so far on Metroscope assumptions. Steve 
Horenstein requested to be at the next meeting to discuss these assumptions.  

Independent Review Panel Update 
Director Matt Garret and Secretary Paula Hammond provided an update on the Independent Review 
Panel (IRP) requested by Governors Kulongoski and Gregoire. Both governors have selected IRP 
members, including Tom Warne who will serve as the IRP Chair.IRP members bring expertise in the 
areas of project implementation and scheduling; risk assessments; value engineering; planning; 
permitting; highway, urban, and context-sensitive design; project readiness, and project management. 
The panel’s charge will be to assess the implementation plan for the CRC project, review the financial 
plan for the project, and review and evaluate post-construction performance measures.  

The first formal meetings of the IRP will be May 19-20. The IRP’s report will be submitted to the 
Governors by July 30, 2010. 

Next workshop 
Friday, May 14, 2010 | 10:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.  
Oregon Department of Transportation, Region 1 
123 NW Flanders Street 
Portland , Oregon 
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Memorandum
May 10, 2010 

TO: Project Sponsors Council 
FROM: Travis Brouwer, ODOT Federal Affairs Advisor 

Larry Ehl, WSDOT Federal Relations Manager 

SUBJECT: Summary of March presentation on Funding Projects of National and 
Regional Significance 

Funding Projects of National and Regional Significance 
Travis Brouwer, ODOT Federal Affairs Advisor, and Larry Ehl, WSDOT Federal Relations Manager, 
provided an overview of the process and methodology for funding Projects of National Significance 
(PNS). Topics included program background, the history of the two states’ experience with the program, 
including impacts this may have had on local and regional funding requests, and Congress’ intent and 
timeline for the program. 

Strategy Overview 
ODOT and WSDOT are requesting funding for the CRC’s highway component in the PNS account to 
ensure that the project competes at the national level against other megaprojects rather than at the 
regional and local level against local and state project funding requests in the Portland/Vancouver metro 
region.  There are no other projects in the Portland/Vancouver metro region or the rest of the state of 
Oregon that would be competitive in this program; however, there are several projects in Washington that 
could be competitive. 

We believe we have an excellent opportunity to secure significant funding for the project with regional 
support, and we believe the $400 million in federal highway program funds assumed in the finance plan is 
reasonable given our experience in securing megaproject funds in SAFETEA-LU, the current interest 
we’ve seen in funding projects of regional and national significance, and the likely growth in the size of 
the federal transportation program. 

Our Experience in SAFETEA-LU/Creation of Projects of National and Regional Significance 
There are two general types of earmarks: 

� “Above the line”/megaproject earmarks, which provide large amounts of additional money for 
larger projects, and this funding does not come out of a state’s normal formula funding. 

� “Below the line”, mainly known as High Priority Projects, which generally provide smaller 
amounts; these come out of formula money states, metro regions, and local governments 
otherwise would receive.  Each member of Congress generally receives an allocation of funds to 
distribute to projects under this program. 

These two types of earmarks are generally distributed separately, so there isn’t a direct connection 
between what you get in one group and what you get in another. 

In SAFETEA-LU Congress created the Projects of National and Regional Significance (PNRS) and 
National Corridor Infrastructure Investment programs as “megaproject” programs to provide funding to 
projects that are nationally or regionally important and therefore arguably deserve significant federal 
funding and which are unlikely to be completed without significant federal funding because of their size. 

These two programs provided a total of $3.6 billion.  Oregon and Washington received a total of $420 
million in megaproject money in SAFETEA-LU from PNRS, Corridors, and the Bridge programs: 
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� Oregon received a total of $200 million to complement and extend the OTIA III State Bridge 
Program. 

� Washington received $220 million in PNRS money for the Alaska Way Viaduct; Washington 
received this money in part because the region’s congressional delegation and local stakeholders 
were united in their support for the request. 

By comparison, $17.3 billion was provided for 5500 earmarks in the two main “below the line” earmark 
programs, so the vast majority of money is for smaller earmarks.  Receiving significant megaproject 
earmarks didn’t reduce earmarks for other state and local agency requests and didn’t reduce formula 
funding for OR and WA:  

� Oregon still received $332 million in earmarks for other projects. 
� Washington received $299 million in money for state and local agency projects; about 2/3 of that 

went to projects in Puget Sound—the same region that contains the Alaska Way Viaduct.  

Going Forward: Congressional Proposals and Their Impacts to CRC and Other Requests 
In the House bill proposed by Chairman Oberstar and Congressman DeFazio, known as the Surface 
Transportation Authorization Act, these PNRS and Corridors programs are consolidated into a Projects of 
National Significance Program (PNS), and they are refocused and expanded significantly.  The funding 
level would go from $3.6 billion for PNRS and Corridors in SAFETEA-LU to a proposed level of $25 
billion—a nearly sevenfold increase. 

Oberstar wants to refocus the program on projects of truly national significance; he dropped regional from 
the title and the selection criteria in the bill reflect this: The program’s purpose is to fund projects that 
“generate national economic and mobility benefits, including improving economic productivity by 
facilitating international trade, relieving congestion, and improving transportation safety by facilitating 
passenger and freight movement” and “can not easily be addressed or funded through State 
apportionments of Federal surface transportation funds”. 

Unlike the TIGER program, the criteria focus on much larger projects and with a stronger freight focus.  
The criteria closely match the CRC because it is an Interstate route with heavy freight volumes and 
provides access to international ports.  With support from the region we’ll be more likely to be successful 
in this program and bring additional resources into the region to create jobs 

Earmark Versus Discretionary 
Chairman Oberstar does not want to earmark the PNS program; he wants to leave it to US DOT as a 
discretionary competitive grant program.  If it’s left as a discretionary program, we believe CRC will be 
very competitive, and $400 million would be very reasonable, as it’s just 1.6% of the proposed funding 
level.

Two US DOT programs have demonstrated that significant grant awards are possible when US DOT has 
a lot of money in a discretionary program: 

� In the New Starts program, grants are regularly running in the range of half a billion dollars, from 
a program that over the course of SAFETEA-LU had about $8 billion available 

� The ARRA High Speed and Intercity Passenger Rail program had $8 billion available, and we 
saw six separate grants of at least half a billion dollars—including one for $1.1 billion (FL) and 
one for $2.25 billion (CA). 

The ARRA TIGER program awards weren’t as large, but the program funding level was significantly lower 
and wasn’t as focused on megaprojects. 

If PNS is earmarked, Congress will likely spread the money around a bit more, but $400 million— $200 
million per state— is still a very reasonable request given the priority of the project for the two states and 
the positions our delegation members occupy on congressional authorizing, appropriations, and finance 
committees. 
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The budgetary environment is now very favorable to megaprojects.  Between PNS and TIGER, Congress 
has shown they strongly support funding for major projects that have regional and national significance.  
The Obama Administration has also added to the chorus in support of paying for big projects by 
requesting $4 billion in the FY 2011 budget to create the National Infrastructure Innovation and Finance 
Fund, a hybrid grant program/infrastructure financing fund that would provide grants and loans, for major 
projects, so even though they don’t have a bill yet they’ve shown their support for funding major projects.  



Public Comments Addressed to 
CRC Project Sponsors Council  

December 5, 2009 – May 13, 2010 
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Hines, Maurice

From: Luanna [luannag@hevanet.com]
Sent: Sunday, May 02, 2010 1:05 PM
To: Columbia River Crossing; Adams, Sam; Bragdon, David; Amanda@portlandoregon.gov; 

nick@portlandoregon.gov; randy@portlandoregon.gov; dan@portlandoregon.gov
Subject: Columbia Crossing Project - Hayden Island bears the brunt of cost-savings

Mayor Sam Adams,
Commissioner Amanda Fritz,
Commissioner Nick Fish,
Commissioner Randy Leonard,
Commissioner Dan Saltzman,
Metro's David Bragdon,
and the entire Columbia River Crossing team:

Elected Officials and Planners:

As a resident of Hayden Island, I'm very disappointed in the compromises that have been made to the original 
Columbia River Crossing plan. Decisions made to save money come at the expense of the people who live, work and 
play on Hayden Island. The City of Portland and the metro area may often overlook us because we are at the far north
end of Multnomah County, but we pay our taxes, vote and matter too.  We worked together to come up with the 
Hayden Island Plan, our vision for the future, that was adopted by the Portland City Council.  The changes to the 
Columbia Crossing project put that plan in jeopardy.

I'm all for a new bridge, including the light-rail and bike lanes, but it needs to be community friendly to this often 
overlooked area of Portland. I realize the need to keep costs reasonable.  However, I am urging you to reconsider 
whether the the several million in cost savings outweighs the benefits of the original (and much better) plan for the 
interchanges on Hayden Island.  When money is the issue, evaluations focus on construction cost savings. There will 
be a much higher price to pay for negative impacts to the quality of life for the residents of Hayden Island now, and 
for future generations of Oregonians and residents of SW Washington.  

The revised plan passes over us with a massive concrete elevated structure that will be built on fill.  The original plan 
took our needs into account, with a more open, elevated pier approach. As currently envisioned, Tomahawk Island 
Drive would descend 22 feet below ground, requiring pumping to keep the underpass dry. The much wider overpass-
footprint will take out our only grocery store. This is not a wealthy community, and losing our Safeway store and easy 
access throughout the island would be devastating. There are many senior citizens and people without a lot of 
financial resources living here who rarely leave Hayden Island. 

Don't cut costs for the project in a manner we will all regret later.  The appearance of 
the overall project and the consequences are just as important as saving money. 
Transportation planners look at one element. It's your job to look at all of them.

Please help us preserve and protect the environmental, social and public access 
attributes of Hayden Island -- an important part of Portland and Multnomah County.  I 
appeal to you step up to make the right decisions, for the right reasons. Keep Hayden 
Island's concerns in mind, please. Better yet, let's unlock the potential of Hayden Island 
while solving a major transportation challenge.

Repectfully,

Luanna Grow 
707 N Hayden Island Dr. #317 
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Portland, OR 97217 
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